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--------------------------) 
Allen L. Beckett, for himself, 

complainant. 
A. M. Hart, R. R. Snyder, and Kenneth K. 

Summary of Complaint 

Okel, by Kenneth K. Okel, Attorney 
at Law. for defendant. 

OPINION 
-~-------

Allen L. :Beckett,. complainant, seeks an extension of 
telephone service to his residence at 37-095 Mason Avenue, 
Murrieta, california, Ullder (tariff Schedule Cal. 
P.U.C. No. A-3l (Schedule A-31)!.! (Charges for Une Extension 
and Service Connection Facilities in Suburban Areas) of 
General Telephone Company of California, defendant. 

1/ If Schedule A-3l were applicable, defendant would have to 
pay for the 900-foot overhead extension needed to serve 
complainant, since the length of the extension is less than 
the 1,OOO-foot maximum free-footage allowance provided for 
in Schedule A-ll. Defendant would have the option of 
installing an underground extension to serve complainant. 
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The complaint alleges that defendant' 8 requirement 
of advance payment for the extension under defendant's 
Rule 34 (Line Extens ions, Service Connect ions, and' 
Facilities on Premises of Customer) is discriminatory since 
service is being made available all around him. The· 
complaint cites cost estimates of $1,500 to $12,000 for the 
extension. The complaint contains a sketch identifying homes. 
in Tract 4447, with and. without telephone service. 

Defendant's answer to the complaint admits that it 
requires advance payment for the extension under its Rule 34, but 
it refuses to make the requested extens ion under Schedule 
A-3l. 

Defendant's answer cites reductions in its estimates 
for the extension from $10,122 iu April 1975 to $9,660 to 
correct a mathematical error. Its 1975 estimates were based 
on its belief that it could not provide access to comp1ainaut 
from existing telephone facilities at the corner of Los Alamos 
Road and Mason Avenue. In October lS77 defendant provided 
complainant with a new estimate of $1,553 from that intersection. 
Defendant also states that complainant failed to state a cause 
of action and requests dismissal of the complaint. 
Rearing 

After notice, a hearing was held in Los Angeles before 
Administrative Law Judge Levander on OctobeT 25, 1979. The 

matter was submitted subject t~ receipt of a letter from 
defendant which has been received (Reference Item A). This 
reference item sets forth dates when relevant tariff 
provisions were first made effective. 
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Complainant's Testimony 
During the time Beckett was buying his 2l,t-acre lot, 

he was furnished with a. State Real Estate Subdivision Report. 
Be testified that the report said that telephone service would 
he available any time he needed it and that be discussed his 
need for telephone service with the realtor who sold his 
residential lot to him. He told the realtor that he was in 
the insurance business and a telephone was vital to his business 
since he would be living 65 miles from his office. He moved 
into his home near Murrieta in 1975. At that time the realtor 
told him tb.a.t telephone service to Beckett t s lot would be 

hooked up withtn three days and that Beckett would have to 
pay for the telephone installation.~/ 

He further testified that in 1975· defendant agreed 
to install a pay telephone on a northern corner of Los Alamos 
Road and Mason Avenue. 

He contends that ~Dt discriminated in supplying 
telephone service to people living on Los Alamos Road, 
on the corner of Los Alamos Road and Mason Avenue, on Celia 
Avenue, and on Mary Place, including people living outside' of 
Tract 4447, in Riverside County, but not to' him. 

!/ "Q. Did they tell you it would cost you anyth~ to get the 
phone installed'! 

"A. Yes. 
"ALJ LEVANDER: Die! you ask? 
"THE WITNESS: Yes. If (RT 8.) 
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Defendant's TestimonI 
Gerald Heyer is the area coustruction superintendent 

for defendant's Murrieta Exchange Area. He testified that 
<a) Tract 4447 is located within defendant's Murrieta Exchange 
Area~ but outside of the exchange's base rate areas; (b) by 
letter dated May 2~ 1973~ defendant supplied au estfmate of 
$23~047 to provide telephone service to the entire tract to 
the developer ~ Cheeo Development Company ~ but the developer 
did not respond to its letter; (c) defendant classified 
Tract 4447 as a real estate development~/ under its Rule 34; 
(d) Beckett's home is on Lot 22 of the tract (see Exhibit 2~1); 
(e) defendant's letter of April 16~ 1975 (Exhibit 6) to Beckett 
requested a deposit of $lO,122~ased on its Rule 34) before 
it would construct the facilities needed to provide him with 
service; (f) defendant's letter of August 29~ 1975 (Exhibit 8) 
stated that Beckett's August 22, 1975 call allegi-ag that 
defendant had not provided him with an adequate explanation 
of its position was unfounded and supplied him with another 
copy of its letter of April l6~ 1975; (g) on August 18, 1976 
a division manager met with Beckett to explore alternatives 
to provide telephone service to the tract; and that ~) defend
ant's letter of August 31, 1976 stated that it would probably 
install a temporary coin telephone near Mason Avenue and 
Los Alamos Road iu the near future; it could provide Beckett 
with mobile service in 4 mobile unit ~ but not in a fixed 
location; and that the principal obstacle to the provision of 
regular service related to its Rule 34. 

1/ This classification for low density subdivisions is applied 
when defendant forecasts a telephone main station density of 
less than one station per aere~ three years after the exten~ 
sion bas been completed. Defendant esttmated that after three 
years 24 primary services might be on line in the 40-10t~ 
110-aere tract. 
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A resident engineer of defendant reviewed the 
original plan for the cable routing to. Tract 4447 aud decided 
that the tract would be fed from two direc~ions to a point 
equidistant from defeudant's Murrieta Central Office. !his 
change reduced the cost of extensions to Beckett r s home and 
to some of the other lots in the tract. Meyer sent letters 
to everyone in the tract who had been given an estimate£or 
obtaining service whether or not it would affect them. If 
it did» they were given a new cost estfmate~ based on the 
provisions of Rule 34. The revised est~te provided to 
Beckett by letter dated October 27, 1977 was $1,558. 

There were further conversations and correspondence 
between complainant and defendant on the revised cost ~ on 
splitting the cost between Beckett and two other property 
owners, on the refund provisions of Rule 34,~1 and on the 
cost of extending service if Beckett dug the trench in 
conformity with defendant's specifications. 

On May 9, 1979, after an informal complaint was 
filed with the Commission, the extension cost was revised to 
$1,486 based on defeudaut's then current estfmates of materials, 
labor, and overhead. 

Meyer quoted charges for the installation of facilities 
to serve 16 other lots in Tract 4447 and for 178 extensions in 
the Bemet and Perris areas involving over 200 individuals, based 
on defendant's Rule 34.. Some of those individuals have paid to 
have service extended to their properties. 

!l If Beckett paid for the extension and the two other lot 
owners along that line received service wiehin a three-year 
period. Beckett would receive a refund of approximately 
40 percent of the amount paid for the extension. 
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Meyer nlso testified that if defcnd~nt was required 
to bear the cost of all facilities serving low density real 
estate developments~ it would su~sidize developers or re"l 
~state developments "t the expense of its other customers. 
The testimony of Charles Jackson, a rate and tariff adminis
trator, explained the application of Schedule A-3l~/ ~nd 
Rule 34 to this dispute and cited D.76394 dated November 4, 
1969 in C.8209 and D~78294 dated Feb~ary 9~ 1971 and D.7S500 
dated MArch 30, 1971 in C.8993 to show that the Cccmission had 
established statewide extension policies and that defendant is 
following that policy with respect to Beckett. He noted that 
Tract 4447 was recorded in 1973, about two years after the 
Comzission adopted its undcrg=ounding rule for such extensions. 
Defendant .::trgues thl:.t Rule 34 is reasonable and provides for 
a sharing of extension costs in low density subdivisions. 

if Special Conditions l.a. and S of Schedule A-3l state: 
"1. General 

"a. Charges in this schedule olre: 
f1 (1) Applicable to aerial and 1,lncerground facilities 

whether Utility or jointly owned or rented and 
to all classes, types and grades of service. 

"(2) Not applicable within new subdivisions and real 
estate developments (Special Condition 8); or 
to farcer lines, toll station service and tree 
type cO':l.Struction." 

uS. Line Extensions to Serve New Subdivisions 0= Real Estate 
Developments in Their Entirety. 
"a. Whe::e requested and permissible, aerial facilities 

to anc within real estate developments will be 
provided under the following conditions: 
tt(l) The applicant, in addition to· any labor or 

~terial to be fu=nished by h~, will pay 

(Contir.ued) 
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Meyer and/or Jackson also testified that (a) service 
connections were made to existing facilities in Los Alamos Road 
to Lots 1 and 12-18 fronting on Los Alamos Road and to Lot l~ 
on the southwest corner of Los Alamos Road and Mason Avenue; 
(b) a large parcel outside of Tract 4447 at the corner of 
Celia Avenue and Mary Place was divided into four lots. larger 

51 (Continued) - in advance the estimated total cost of the 
Utility's construction. Any difference 
between the amount advanced and the actual 
cost shall be advanced or refunded. as the 
case may be. within 60 days after completion 
of the Utility's construction. 

n(2) Wben. within the first three-year period 
after eom?letion of construction, the sub
division density requirement has been met. 
the Utility will refund the advance in 
(1) above. If, at the end of the three
year period the subdivision density 
requirement has not been met, the Utility 
will refund that portion of the advance 
proportional to the ratio of ehe then 
permanent main telephone and PBX trunk 
line terminations density to the subdivision 
dens ity requirement. No interest will be 
paid 0'0. such advances. .. 

''b. Where underground facilities are to' be 
constructed to and within new subdivisions or 
real estate developments. line extensions and 
serviee connection facilities will be provided 
in aceordance with Rule No. 34. ff 
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than those in Tract 4447,!1 under Parcel Map Filing 8638;21 
(c) the owners of those lots were entitled to service under 
Schedule A->l; (d) since the extension was less than 4,000 
feet (four ttmes the 1,000 feet per participant free-footage 
allowance) those participants were entitled' to have an 
extension placed at defendant's expense; (e) Rule 34 would 
have applied if a subdivision of five or more lots had been 
created; (f) once the extension was installed, owners of lots 
abutting the extension on Celia Avenue and on Mary Place were 
provided with service without charge; and that (g) a further 
extension. to serve residences on Lots 28 and 34 required a 
payment under Rule 34. 
Discussion 

Defendant's letter of April 16, 1975, sent in 
response to Beckett's verbal inquiry, states that it requires 
a deposit paid in advance, in accordance with its tariffs, 
filed with this Commission; explains the applicable refund 
provisions; states that since the developer had not made 
provisions for telephone service, Beckett would have to 
deposit the est~ted cost of eonstruction to his home; 
"and invites further toll-free inquiry to resolve any remaining. 
questions. Beckett states that defendant informed h~ that 
Rule 34 applied, but it took him almost a year to find out 
what Rule 34 applied to CRT 4). The record does not indicate 
when Beckett first reviewed Rule 34 and Schedule A-31. 

§/ The average size of the four parcels is greater than three 
acres. 

11 The Parcel Map land division is not defined as 4 real estate 
development or as a subdivision. 
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Defendant revised the pl~n it used to provide an 
estimace to the developer of iraet 4447 fr~ a configura~ion 

along rear property lines p except for XAson Avenue p t~ a less 
expensive street routing a~ the time it provided its original 
estimate to Beekett. After several years of development in 
various portions of the Murrieta Exchange Area p defendant 
again reviewed its plan for supplying Tract 4447 and det~r
mined th~t the tract could be supplied service from two 

directions. 
A plan not aeted upon on a timely basis may become 

obsolete because later installations, made to serve other 
tracts or to provide backbone c~pacity, could either use up 
previously available backup capacity or could provide a closer 
and more economical tie-in to the original tract. !he 
revisions in plans for serving Tract 4447 ~curred over a 

span of several years. 
The filings of Rule 34 and Schedule A-3l by defendant 

were designed to co=ply with Commission orders whichp in partp 
establish uniform criteria for extension rules and rules 
governing apportio~ent of eosts in low density subdivisions. 

A review of the entire Sched~le A-3l indicates it is 
applicable to situations whereby line extensions are to be provided 
to individual suburban applicants singly or collectively (Section 
S.2.; Special Condition 3; S~cial Condition 4) or to situations 
whereby line extensions are to be provided to serve new subdivisions 
or "real estate develo-pments" in their entirety (Special Condition 8; 
R.ule 34). These are the only situations governed by Schedule A-31. 
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Since the minimum lot size in Tr~ct 4447 and the size 
of complainant's lot are bo:h ur.der three acres, defendant is 
required to install an underground extension to complain~nt's 
property. Since rates specified in Schedule 31 are for an aerial, 
or at the utility's opti~, underground extension to plant, 
Schedule 31 is inapplicable. Defendant does not have the option 
of installing an aerial line extension.~/ 

The relevant general provisions of Rule 34 state the 
follOW'ing: 

r'A.l.8.. Excel)t as otheNise prO\l'ided in these Rules, 
the Utility will at its expense construct, own 
and maintain all facilities necessary to 
serve a??lic~nts in accord~nce with its rates, 
rules and current eonstruction standards, 
provided dedicated streets ~re available or 
acceptable easements can be obt~ined without 
charge or condemnation." 

* * * 
"d. In suburban areAS, chArges for line extension 

apply as set forth in Schedule Cal. P.U.C. 
No. A-31." 

Sections A.3.D.., 3.b., ~nd S.c. of Rule 34 refer to 
the follOWing situations: 

3.~. Within new subdivisions in their entirety where 
all requirements will be for residential 
service or where buried cable is to be used 
for line extensions~ 

3.b. Within subdivisions in their eneirety where 
all or ~ portion of the requirement will be 
for business service and the Utility determines 
an underground supporting structure is needed. 

D.93303 in C.10926 and D.93365 in C.1083l~ both dated 
July 22, 1981, order de£en~ant to supply service under 
Schedule A-3l to individuals in real estate develop
ments requesting service to their residences on lots 
which are larger than three acres in size. 
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3.c. From new suboivisions ~o ~he Utility's existing 
distribution facilities. 

Defendant contends that Rule 34.A_3.d_~ which it has 

been applying to the t~ of requests fo~ service, made by 

complainan't, requires one applying for service in a "real estate 
developmenttt to pay the utility's full line ex'tetlsion cost in 
advanee~ It believes this full cost provision is of industrywide 
application in California, having originated in Decision (D.) 7&294, I • 
Appendix C, Section 111.B.1. '!he relevant ?Ortion of Rule 34.A.3.d., II 

filed as 8. result of D.78294, states 3S follows: , 
I 

lid. Line extensions to and ~thin new real estate 
developments in their entiretv which do not 
satisfy the density ~equirements for a sub
division, will be constructed in the manner 
determined in A.3.a. through A.3.e. above 
provided: 

n (1) The applicant will pay in advance 
the estimated total cost of tbe 
Utility's eonseruction .•• " 

Rule 34.A.3.e. etates as follows: 
"e. All other underground line extensions 

"If t'he applicant requests or is 
required to h~e underground line 
extensions, in cases other than 
those included in 3.a. through 3.d. 
he ~ill pay in advance a nonrefundable 
amount eqU.1.l to tbree-fo'l.:rths of the 
esttc4ted difference in cost beeween 
underground and equivalent aerial 
f~eilities.rt 

· l 
! 

I , , 
( 
• 
I 
I • i 
• I 
1 
I 

I 

! 
l 
I . , 

There is little doubt that re~ding Schedule A-3l and 
Rule 34 together could leave the reader confused and uncertain 
as to the proper meaning, of these so=etime seemingly ambiguous 
provisions. At the very least~ an effo=t to rewrite these · . 
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" 

tariffs in more easily understood language to remOVe any 
semblance of ambiguity and confusion sho~ld be attempted. 9/ 
In the meant~e~ we will resolve the issue presented as the 
tariffs now read. In doing so~ we will construe the tariffs 
according to their lan~ge~ irrespective of the intentions of 
their fr~er$ (California Chemical Com~anv (1965) 64 CPUC 590) 
and effect will be given to every word, phrase~ or sentence of 
the tariff provision to be inter~reted (Charles Brown & Sons 
v Vallev Express Co. (1941) 43 CRC 724). 

Tract 4447 is neither a ~ subdivision nor a ~ 
"real estate development". Port:ions of Tract: 4447 are now being 
served by defendant. Co:plainant is no: seeking service to the 
entirety of that real estate development. It is highly unlikely 
that an individual lot owner would be seeking to have an entire 
subdivision or "real est.1te developmentr

, wired in its entirety .. 
The individual would be more likely to be seeking a line ext:ension 
only to his own property. We belive the tariff proviSions relied 
upon by defendant contemplate applicability only to the developer 
or subdivider of a new subdivision or a new "real estate 
develop:nent". Only a subdivider or a developer ~ould be interested 
in having a line extension furnished to a new subdiviSion or a 
new "real esta.te developmenttl in its entirety,. since having 
utilities in and paid for is a selling p~int to lot purchasers. 
Addition3l1y~ if this were not so~ ane if these tariff prOVisions 

9/ Had the developer of Tract 4447 requested defendant to install 
- line extensions to serve his new real estate developments in its 

entirety under Rule 34.A.3.d., defendant could have used its' 
existing line in Los AlamosRoac to p~ovide service. Such use of 
existing lines is not explicitly mentioned in Rule 34. 
Rule 34.A.3.d. does not explicitly require a subdivider to?4Y I 
for a line extension to a portion of the s~bdivision or real 
estate development in a multiphased project where portions 0: 
the development would otherwise qualify under Rule 34.A.3.d. 
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were to be applied to individual lot owners as well as to 
subdividers ~nd tract developers, then what would be the purpose 
of Rule 34.A.3.e. ~nd who would it apply to, since this section 
clearly deals with "all other unce=ground line extensions"'? 

Defendant sh~ld have applied R~le 34.A.3.e. to extend 
its line to complainant. DC'fend;mt docs not have ~ut:ho:'ity to apply 
Rule 34.A.3.d. to a line extensi~ to serve a portion of ~ real estate 
develo~ent. At the t~e D.78294 was issued the cost: of underground 
line extensions was generally more expensive than overhead extens!ons. 
An applicant under Rule 34.A.3.e. would have 'P3id three-fourths of the 
differential eost b3sed on the assumption that underground construction 
was more costly than overhead construction. If an underground 
extension to serve complainant is not mo~e costly than an overhead 
extension, there should be no line or serJice connection charge 
for providing service to cam?lain~nt. The east to defend~nt 
for providing the 900-foot extension to serve complainant does 
not appear ~o be un:e~sonable c~?ared to its providing service 
under Schedule A-3l to the four lots in Parcel Map Filing 8638. 
Schedule A-31 provides for 3 1,OOO-foot free foot~ge all~ance 
per connection. A co=pa=~ble l~itation for an extension under 
Rule 34.A.S.e. would p:avide a reasonably coc?arable apporti~ent 
of the cost between defendant ."nd individuals seeking extensions. 
under either Schedule A-31 or under Rule 34.A.3.e. Defe:d~ts 

could file an advice le:ter to If:i~ the free or recuce costs for 
an underground extension ttnder Rule 34.A.3.e. and to apply 

Rcle 34.A.3.d. to a portion of the subdivision or real est~te 
development in a multip~se project. 

Defeneant ~ill be ordered to extend service to complainant 
based upon application of Rule 34.A.3.e. and/or to refund the 
difference beeween an. advance received under Rule 34.A .. 3.d. and 
the adv4nce due under Rule 34.A.3.e. for an extension made after 
submissi~ of this proceeding. 
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Findings of Fact 
1. Complainant lives at 37-975 Y~son Avenue~ near 

Murrieta. California. His home is on the 2~-acre Loe 22 of 

Tract 4447 in Rive~side Coanty. 
2. The developer of Tract 4447 did not elect to install 

facilities to provide telephone service to Tract 4447, which 
were based on defendant's Rule 34.A.3.d. 

3. The realtor ",ho sold Lot 22 to cOtnl>lainant advised 
him that he would have to pay to get an extensiet:. of telephone 

service to that lot. 
4. Defendant 'has furnished cOa1plain.ant with estimates 

for onstruetion of an extension to serve his home based on 
Rule 34.A.3.d. of its filed tariffs. 

5. Yith the 'Passage of time the route for extending 
service to complainant IS hOQe has changed. Defendant's cost 
estimates ch.s.nged to reflect ch~nges in routing, to correct 
a mathe~tical error~ and to reflect changes in underlying 
costs. Defendant's latest esticate fo~ an extension is 

$1,486. 
6. Defend~nt constructed an extension of its system 

capable of serving the four lots in Parcel Map S63& in 
accordance vith its Schedule A-3l. The length of the 
extension was less ~hnn the m4X~ 4~OOO-foot free-footage 
allowance in Schedule A-3l. 

7. Defer.daut provided service without extension charges v/' 
to customers in Tra.ct 4447 whose lots were alongside an existing 
facility L~ Los Alamos Road. 

S". Defendant provided service without extension charges v'" 
to customers in Tract 4447 whose lots we~e alongside the 
facilities constructed to serve lots in Parcel Map 8638. 
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9. Defendant received payment for ll. subsequent extension 
of service to residences on Lots 28 and 34 of Tract 4447 based 

on ita Rule 34.A.3.d. 
10. Rule 34~A.3.d. applie& to line extensions to and within 

new real estate developments in their entirety. It does not ap~ly 
to line extensions to a portion of a real estate development. 

• 

i 
i 
• 

~tensions to Lots 22~ 2S~ and 34 of Tract 4447 should not: be 1 
based on Rule 34.A.3.d. 1 

11. Defendant is required to construct an underground extension! 
to serve the ewo and one-half Acre lot owned by complainant. i 

~ 

12. Charge~ under Schedule A-31 are for an aerial or~ at 1 
the defendant's o~tion~ underground extension to ~lant. This t • 
schedule can not be used for extending service to ~ocp14inant. ~ 

13. Defendant should extend service to defendant b.:tsed 1 
on Rule 34.A.3.e. which is applicable to all other underground t • 
extensions. 
Conclusions of Law ~ i 

1. Defendant is required to co,:\str'\!ct an 'l.mderground extension 1 
to serve the ~o and one-half ~cre lot owned by complainant. ! , 

2. Charges under Schedule A-31 are for an aerial or, at } 
1 the defendant's o?tion~ undergr~d extension to plant. This 

schedule can not be used for extending service to complainant. 
S. Defe~dant improperly used Rule 34.A.3.d. in extendi~g 

service to Lots 28 and 34 in Tra.ct 4447. 
4. Defendant properly applied its tariff Schedule A-31 

in extending service to the 10t& in Parcel Y~p 8638. 
S. Defendant properly provided service at no line extension 

charge to those customers in !r~ct 4447 whose lots were alongside 

an existing facility. 
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6. Defendant should base its charges for an extension 
of service to complainant's home based on its Rule 34.A.~.e. 

ORDER 
---~--

IT IS ORDERED th.A1: General Telephone Company o·f 
California (defenoant) is ordered to provioe an extension of 
~ervice 1:0 the home at Allen L. Beckett-at 37-09S Mason Avenuc~ 
Murrieta, California, based on its Rule 34.A.~.e. If the extension 
has been installed~ any charges collected for the extension tn 
excess of those based on Rule 34.A.3.e. shall be refunded by 

defendant. 
This order bec~es effective 30 days from today. 
Dated AUG 41983 at S California . 
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